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The Problem?

The story needs structure.  All stories (and novellas, and novels) need structure.

But wait, Nicole, I thought the whole point of pantsing was to get away from structure.  If I was going 
to give the story structure, I'd be creating a plot outline!

Not necessarily.  A plot outline dictates the plot to the story.

As a discovery writer, your job is to discover the plot by first getting a sense of some of the other 
relevant aspects of your story, novella, or novel (for example, characterization, tone, theme, point of 
view, genre, reader expectations, your own loves, hates, passions, life experiences, etc.).

Consider this (imperfect) analogy.

“Kepler-186f is the fifth and outermost planet discovered orbiting around the dwarf star Kepler-186. The planets were 
discovered by the transit method, which detects potential planets as their orbits cross in front of their star and cause a very tiny 
but periodic dimming of the star's brightness.”  – 

Source:  http://news.sfsu.edu/kepler-astronomers-discover-new-rocky-planet-may-have-liquid-water

So astronomers found the planet by seeing its influence on its star.

A similar situation occurred with the discovery of (the now-dethroned planet) Pluto.  “Astronomers 
first theorized that a ninth planet might exist when they observed that something seemed to be exerting 
a gravitational pull on the planet Neptune “

Source:  http://www.seasky.org/solar-system/pluto-charon.html

In both cases, astronomers found one object by noting its influence on another.

You can do the same thing with stories.

You can discover your plot by looking closely at characterization, tone, setting, 
intensity of action, point of view, genre/reader expectations, or your own life 

history, loves, hates, and passions.  By closely studying one (or several) of these 
aspects of your story, you will have a greater chance of discovering the necessary 
plot structure.  Think of yourself as an astronomer.  These are the known objects 

http://news.sfsu.edu/kepler-astronomers-discover-new-rocky-planet-may-have-liquid-water
http://www.seasky.org/solar-system/pluto-charon.html


(or, at least, better-known objects) you already see in your telescope.  By more 
closely examining them, you'll find that they imply certain directions for the 
unknown object – plot.  By doing this, you'll get “un-stuck” and no 

longer flounder.  

WHAT THE @%&* ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT, 
NICOLE?

Okay, let's look at this in more detail to better flesh it 
out...
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